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Management Is Injuries Face Murray State
Need In Local In Homecoming Grid Battle
Governments
In addition to losing their third
game in a row Saturday night,
the Murray State College Thoroughbreds list one player for the
rest of the season by injuries
and posebly eight more for the
next game against University of

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Lions Light
Bulb Sale Is
Next Tuesday

Jerry Summerville with a sprained ankle. guard Marion Coffey
with a sprained foot. guard HenLOUISVILLE
— County and
ry Arnold with a severe charley
Robert Huie'of the Murray Lions
local fiscal problems can be blamed
horse, tackle Bucky Wiles with Club announced today that the anBy\ROBERT J. KORENGOLD ture of the moon varies accord- chiefly on poor governmental ora bruised back. fullback Jack nual "Light Bulb Sale- will be held
,i-riiited Press International
Morris. end Bill Jaslowski. and Tuesday evening, October 13.
ing to its depth, and what min- ganization. according to William G.
AcOW (UPI) — Lung III erals the moon is Made of. They Herzel. director of research in the
guard Howard Stiller with bruisThe proceeds from this sale will
was believed nearing the top of said precise maps will be drawn state Department Revenue.
Guard Red Smith, already fav- ed ribs, and tackle John Daniels be used to suPport the club's Sight
its "jams) over the moon" today to help earth scientists determine
Hersel sp,ke Tuesday to the an- oring one wrenched knee. hurt with a reinjured knee.
Conservation and Health, welfare
amid Soviet scientific indications "the original structure of the nual conference of Associated In- his other knee in the 7-0 lost to
Coach Jim Culiivan reported and Safety program in Calloway
rest
the rocket already had provided moon."
Eastern,
and
out
the
will
sit
that he was not critical of any County. The Murray Li.ns Club
dustries of Kentucky.
ex`citing new information on the
Can Only Estimate
of his players' effects although members will make a door-to-door
The tax expert cited the reports of the season.
moon's structure.
Other
players
the
bruishurt in
Only by landing on the moon, of thetate auditor showing nearly
sever
ade mistakes. Drawing canvass Tuesday evening selling a
ilsto official word on the rocket's however: will it be possible. to
praise from the coach were Smith, $200 plus value of liht bulbs for
milli 'dollars owed the counties ing game were reserve cent
"progress had been given since learn it there is "any" life there. and the state in excess fees as an
les Daniels and Bob Burton. only $2.00.
7uesday
night's
announcement they said.
and backs Buddy Searcy. Bob
.
example of "the weakness in the
All Lion members are asked to
.
I that Lurrik had zipped within a
Luink's last known position, re- function and structure of county
Toon, Jack Morris, and Bob meet at Dr. Jim Hart's building on
1. spaa - age inch - 4,375 miles - of ported by Tass, the Soviet news government."
Hines.
North Fourth St r e et Thursday
the moon's equatorial region at agency Tuesday night, was 9,370
'ScareS, a sophomore halfback, night. October 8 to package the
Herzel said, "One of the chief
5:1s6 p. m. 10:16 a. m. EDT, Tues- miles beyond the moon.
caught three passes thrown by bulbs.
weaknesses of county governments
day.
But beyond the announoernent is the lack of a centrally managed
freshmsn quarterback Hines for
The regular meeting f the Lions
An "estimate" *as given by that the Lunik had traveled 9,- and coordinated fiscal system. The
tlf yards. The previous week Club will not be at the Woman's
M. S. Yarov-Yarovoy, chief of 370 miles past the moon, Russia's county is a body literally without
against Florence, he was the re- Club House, October 13, instead
Moscow's Sternberg Astronomical third lunar rocket was an enigma an effective fiscal head.
ceiver it• an 86 yard scoring pass.
members can eat at Susie's Cafe
Institute, that the instrument- wrapped in a mystery.
The one-touchdown loss was
"Probably most officials want to
between the hours of 5 and 8 o'clock
loaded Lunik would reach the
The answers to what the Lunik
Murray's
third
in
three
games and then report to the distribution
do a good, honest job. Yet often
peek of its three-day outward did were expected to come be- they may be victims of the system
At a meeting of the United this season, and the thirteenth center on North Fourth Street.
journey shortly after 2 a. m. tween 10 and 11 a. m. EDT, tosqueaker
they
have lost in the
—caught up in a complexity of Fund Board of Directors yesterThursday 5 p. m. EST, tonight. day during the scheduled earthprocedure they do not understand, day, the budget for the 1959-60 last four seasons. Beaten 19 times
tiviet scientists speculated on to-rocket radio communication.
over this span, the Racers were
later to suffer possibly severe pen- Fund drive was set at 120.360.
Gets Prison And
what the rocket was teaching the
Question Unanswered
In an election of officers, Har- edged four times by one point
alties for unintentional mistakes."
about
the
moon..
world
Unanswered was the question
and nine times by one TD.
vey
Elks,
farm
representative
of
Fine
In Blackout
and
rejected
Herzel discussed
Unlike the Earth
whether
the
Lunik
actually
The Murray squad will have
proposals to replace the property peoples Bank, was named presiQjily Lee practice this week in
Prof. Boris Kukarkin. writing skipped across the backside of
tax with ‘,ther types of taxes as dent. He succeeds Mayor Holmes
in the newspaper 'frud, said the the moon that man has never
Preparing for Louisville so that
principal source of county and Ellis. Other officers elected were
the
ESCANAHA, M:ch. (UPI) —
information room the rocket sug- seen. Further, it is still undeterplayers will have a
Henry Holton, vice-president and injured
government income.
Harold W. Lindgren. 36, Margested "the structure of the moon mined whether the Lunar carried local
chance to heal.
Mary
Pace,
Secretary-Treasurer.
He said. "The idea of such taxes
is apparently unlike that of camera equipment to photograph
The Cardinals, called by Cul- quette, faces four years in prispresuppose that local property taxes Leroy Eldridge and Rob Gingles liven
the dark side of the moon.
the earth."
one of the three strongest on and $2.000 fine for blacking
were
appointed
county
co-chairusefulout the only telecast of the first
Tass Tuesday declined a yes- have reached their limit of
"The la test discoveries," he
opponents on the MSC schedule
men
of
the
driVe.
Gene
Landelt
NevertheWorld Series games in Michigan's
said, "are obliging scientists to or-no answer to the camera ques- ness. This may be true.
have
won
three
games
and
lost
was re-appointed publicity chairUpper Peninsula, sheriff's officreEnsider many of their old no- tion. Last Sunday. when the Lu- less the property tax still has a man.
one this season.
tations, and further confirm the nik was launched. a Tass cor- lot of life and would have more
The game will be at 1:30 p. m. ers said today.
A kick-off dinner for the fund
Lindgren was bound over to
Marxist premise of the unlimited respondent reported the rocket were it ri,-,t for erosions of various drive WE be on October 29th at and will be the feature of MurCircuit Court for preliminary exvariety of forms of the existence carried such camera gear, but kinds."
ray's
27th
Homecoming.
the Murray Women's Club House.
amination Tuesday after he was
He listed these "erosions" of the
the news agency declined Tuesof matter."
James Blalock is chairman of
arraigned on charges of violrating
property tax as assessment inI. Shevlyakov and A. Larionov, day to reconfirm the report.
the fund which will be conducted
a seldom -used Michigan law.
equity ,failure to keep assessments
of
the
Moscow
Planetarium,
from October 30th through No- Performance Not
He admitted when he was arin I.ne with market values and
wrote that future "lunar explorverriber 15th.
rested that he sabotaged the
Promises, Robsion
Increasing numbers of exemptions
ers" will learn how the temperaWorld Series broadcasts by stuforiastonsequent shrinking of tlie
fing a steel wool scouring pad
tax base
Good Successes
into equipment of a microwave
Murray Ledger & Times
On the third point. Herzel said
MAYSVILLE (UPI) — ReAs you i-ecall, last year the government at all levels is taking Reported On Rockets publican gubernatorial candidate relay station w.th a ball-point
Murray Junior Chamber of Com- over more and more property for
John M. Robsion Jr.. continued pen because he was angry about
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. UPI
being fired by the station. WLUC
merce conducted a very success- dams1 highways, public buildings
to stump for votes in this area
ful Radio Auction with the co- and parks, with the resulting loSS —Three brilliant successes by two today after telling northern Ken- -TV. Marquettte.
of America's most powerful balOfficers said
Delta County
operation of WNHIS. the mer- of local tax revenues
listic missiles Tuesday gave U. S. tucky voters Monday the issues Prosecutor Nicholas P. Chapekis
chants, and the people of CalloHe also cited t h e increasing
in the campaign were "far too
space scientists something other
considered
charging
Lindgren
way County.
amount of property being taken
grave for candidates to engage
Again this year the local radio over by colleges and foundations than Russian Luniks to think in side-steping and fence-etral- under several other laws before
he settled on a charge of violating
station has agreed to cooperate and the tendency of many com- a bon t
From a military standpoint, an
a state law which makes it a
with the Junior Chamber of munities to take property off the
He
planned
stops
at
Falmouth
FRANKFORT (UPI) — State Commerce in holding another tax rolls to encourage industrial Atlas ICBM and a Thor TRIM and Brcokssille before an ap- felony to tamper with equipment
fired from the Cape and another
of communications systems.
agcninistration spokesmen Tuess Radio Auction. "Cableway Coun- development.
pearance here after urging Grant
operational Thor launched
No date was set for the preat
My warned state errsployes their ty Community Development" will
He was particularly critical of
countians to compare the perAir
Force
liminary examination.
Base.
Merit System benefits would be be the theme for this year's exempting property for industrial Vandenberg
fomances of the candidates of
Calif.. met all test objectives.
jeojandized if they take an active Jaycee Auction. Listed below are development.
parties, not idle premises.
To apace experts, the engine
community
part In the current election cam- scene
development
subsequently
His opponent in the Nov. 3
Herzel said. "The
projects that the Jaycees feel improved property escaped taxa- performances and accuracy suc- election. Bert T. Combs, he said Fishing Good In
pen.
State Personnel Commitsioner would be an asset to Murray and tion and is lost to schools and cesses meant another degree of "attacks his own party members All State Lakes
reliability for the two missiles
distributed Calloway County. With your help
Nave
F.
William
and tears down Kentucky's acother forms of government.
they are counting on heavily to
memoranda citing a prevision through the Radio Auction, we
'There are those who see great break Russia's monopoly on moon complishments and strides."
of the Merit System regulations hope to aid or complete some of merit in this device but I see It
FRANKFORT (UPI) — The
exploration.
• Which prohibit state employes these projects.
state Department of Fish and
as a further erosion of the propTuesday's
shots
were
fired
politipartisan
engaging
in
Community
Swimming
Pool
from
Wildlife Resources Tuesday reerty base and as discrimination within a 14-hour period and Painters List
Ccrnmunity au siding
eel activity excepting only exported good fishing in all on the
against existing industries which were declared "highly succes.sful." Wall Washing
exTips
and
to
vote
Football
Little League
Wising the right
commonwealth's major lakes.
exempt."
are not tax.
privopinions
Christmas Charities
pressing political
At Lake Cumberland stilt fishHerzel said he had yet to see
ately.
Airport
ermen using minnows reported
objective evidence from any Phil Collie Is
sound.
gubTeen-age Rodeo
Supporters of Democratic
CHICAGO — IIJPI — A bride taking crappie at all times of the
state that tax exemption necessari- Released From Jail
T.
Bert
ernatorial :nominee
Supervised Drag Strip
C in-Veined that it is more ex- day. Fly fishing in most of the
industrializatisn.
enhances
ly
County Fair
Combs view the memorandum as
pensive to paint a wail than wasn lake also has been yielding black
Inlustrial Development
an effort by Gov. A. B. Chandit, but at least the results can be bass A few trout are biting bePhil Collie was ieleated from
We are very appreciative of
ler to discourage state workers
low Wolf Creek Dam.
predicted from painted
Against
the Calloway County jail this week
from lending their efforts to the your cooperation last year and
Kentucky Lake fishing was reFor just such persons. an asafter having served fourteen days
know that you will support us Electing Republican
Combs' campaign.
ported improving with black bass
sociation
of
paint
manufacturers
of a 30 day sentence on a breach of
Included with the memorandum again in this years Radio Auchitting near the surface in the
offers the following tips to make
the peace charge
s a large poster prepared by tion, to be conducted on October
morning and late evening. Still
the
washing
chore
easier
and
the
Young Collie was placed under a
tire U. S. Civil Service Conanis- 22. 23. 24th.
fishermen were bringing out good
GLASGOW (UPI), — Bert T.
results
certain.
more
Sineerely,
Mon defining limitations of the
strings of crappie from the lake
Combs, Democratic gubernatorial 1750 peace bond f r a one year
—Read and follow instructions
John Sammons Pres.
federal Hatch Act on the politinominee. Tuesday warned Ken- period He will enter the Tilghman on a package t paint cleaner, and below the dam.
Murray Junior
cal activities of federal employes
Chamber of tuckians not to risk "blacking Trade School in Paducah to learn
Bass and crappie provided the
Some synthetic detergents can reor workers receiving a portion Commerce.
the Tights of progress in Ken- a trade. The school takes students move the paint if used in too action at Herrington Lake with
of their pay from federal funds.
better fishermen reporting limit
tucky fie four long years," by who wish to learn a trade such as strong solutions
The civil service poster cited
catch:es. Casting with surface rind
electing a Republican governor in auto mechanics, electrical work,
—Use warm, not hot, water.
several types of activities as obmedium lures proved most sucetc
November.
—Begin cleaning at the bottom cessful in bringing in the
jectionable under the Hatch Act,
bass.
night
Speaking here Tuesday
of
the
wall
and
work
up,
using
of
podistribution
the
including
Crappie were being caught in
that "virtually every Women Of Woodcraft a sponge or cloth.
declared
he
membership
on
litical literature,
the inlets and bays by still fishconcrete achievement for the
—Rinse with clean water, If ing.
litical committees, speaking at
Prays I aftrostil•001
achievement of Ken- Will Meet Thursday
1••51.4
and
welfare
the
indicate
this
insructircis
is
political rallies and working at
At Dale Hollow still and dry
tuckians has come about under
necessary.
Ey fishermen continued hauling
the polls on election day. '
Murray Court 738 of Women of
Demoa
administration
of
Jackson
Purchase.
the
Hopkinsvillewater,
—Use
two
pails
of
one
CornDeputy State Highway
in bluegill. Some nice white bass
Woodcraft will hold a potluck supgovernor."
solution and the were biting around the rocky
miss:ismer Charles Byes-ly includ- Owensboro, Bowling Green-Greens- cratic
per Thursday night, October 8th, for the cleansing
improvements
in
He
cited
burg,
Louisville-Elizabethtown
and
other to rinse the dirty sponge or points and deep banks by casted the Nave memorandum and
teachers' salaries, public assist- at 6:30 in the American Legion cloth.
ing surface plugs or still fishing
the civil service poster in a no- the Blue Grass areas — Patchy fog
Hall.
minimum
payments,
the
ance
early
this
morning
becoming
cloudy
—When the window sills are with minnows.
tice to highway department diviAll members and their families
program
for
elucafoundation
mild
today
and
Thursday.
Fair
and
clean and dry, wax them for an
sion heads and area engineers.
tiers the Kentucky State Fair are invited to attend. Members are easy-to-care-for surface.
He instructed the division heads and cool tonight. High today 75 to
asked to bring a covered dish.
Center,
the
UniExposition
and
77,
low
tonight
50
to
55.
High
to post the material and to make
Singing Star
versity of Kentucky Medical and Bar-b-que and Cold drinks will be
crtain employes are informed of Thursday 78 to 82.
furnished.
colleges
junior
state
four
new
Heart Attack
FIVE DAY FORECAST
IW contents of the Merit System
as having been conceived and
regu Ial ions.
TOBACCO ADVISORY
carried out by Democratic adNave's memorandum was enNeighborhood
Tobacco curing conditions were ministrations.
titled "Political Activity," and fair to poor in Kentucky Tuesday
ROME (UPI) — Singer Mario
United Press International
Prayer
Meetings Are
read:
Extended weather forecast for Lanza died of a heart attack at
but should show improvement toFIVE
KILLED
"The Department of Personnel day and Thursday.
Set By Methodists
Kentucky, Thursday 1 h rough a Rome clinic at 12:15 p. m. 715
ANNA, nil. (UPI) — Five perhas received numerous questions
a. m.. EDT, today.
Monday:
Barns should be opened about sons were killed today when an
concerning the extent of political mid-morning and should be closed
Neighborhood prayer meetings
The portly Italian - American
Temperatures will average four
Illinois Central Railroad freight
activity in which employes covershortly before sundown to dry out train struck their car at a down- will be held by members of the to six degrees above the season- singer had been suffering from
parmay
System
Merit
ed by the
First Methodist Church tonight and al normal of 61 for the state. heart trouble for some limb and
cured leaves and aid in the curing town crossing.
ticipate.
in October 21. All Methodists are Moderate
temperatures Thurs- had the complications of phlebitis
of any uncured leaves. If growers
were
as
victims
identified
The
situathis
clarity
"In order to
been using fires, according to Lobo Minton, 54, assistant farm urged to attend the prayer meeting day, followed by warmer Friday, in his right leg. He had lived on
have
System
tilln we are quoting Merit
and off in Italy for the past few
University of Kentucky agronom- superintendent at the Anna State in their neighborhood on these then cooler in northern K e n rules and regulations and are
tucky Saturday and Sunday with years.
nsideration may be given to Hospital; Barbara Brown. 24: two nights.
csists,
sending as a guide the U. S. Civil
Lanza was born in Philadelphia
Monday.
This is loyalty month in the treat mild
weather again
removing them Thursday. unless Mrs. Iva Myers: Peter Marks.
Service Commission announcewhich about 20, and a woman believed Methodist church and the prayer Rainfall will total one quarter to Jan. 31, 1021. A friend reported
in
brittle
is
cured
.
leaf
the
ment regarding partisan political
his death at the Giulia Clinic
may be allov;ed to to be Marks' sister. All were from meetings are a part of this annual one half inch, ocourring in weekactivity. We are using this an- case the fires
shortly after noon today.
end showers.
observance.
today.
Pass,.
Ill.
out
Alto
go
nouncement as a basic guide."

UF Budget Is
Set Yesterday
At $20,350
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Traffic Court For
City Begun Here
Last Night
•
City Judge Jake Dunn inaugurat- ed after the trial. He intimated that
ed a city traffic court last night in every case would be settled at the
the city hall at 7:00 pm.
time it came up.
Judge Dunn said that city traffic
Ten cases were heard in short
court would be held each Tuesday
order and fines were levied.
7:00 p.m. with all persons
Before the court started Judge night at
Dunn told the defendants that they
could plead guilty or not guilty as
the case might be. If they
guilty. he said, he would then
the fine
If they pleaded nit guilty, he
would then set a date for the trial
and a jury would be selected to
try the case.
He acquainted them with their
right to a trial and with the procedure that he would follow in
administering the court.
Judge Dunn told the group that
when fined, they could pay the
Chief of Police at that time, have
somecne to go on their bond, or go
to jail
"The credit business in traffic
court is over" Judge Dunn remark-

Request For
MSC Loan Is
Studied

!...atisr to the Editor

chandler
Warns State
Employees

tee

Warns

Illleatkor
Itoport

11 •

Has

54

WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 5
—A Murray Slate College request for a 11.483,000 student
housing loan will be taken into
Federal
consideration
by
the
government under the new housing law signed. after two vetoes.
by President Eisenhower.
Student housing loans in the
new law will be payable in 40
years and will carry the barga:n
Interest rate-in these times of
tight money-of about three per
cent.
All together there is more than
10 million dollars in the new bill
for low :cost loans to Kentucky
colleges for student housing—
providing they all are approved.
Two loans being considered are:
Murray— Murray State College. $683.0() for a 248-man dormitory, and $800.000 for a 275man dormitory.
Richmond— Eastern Kentucky
State College, 11,900.000 to house
200 men students. 200 women
students, and 80 stulent fami1,es

Cooper To Work For
Republican Ticket
— Sen.
LOUISVILLF (UPI
John Sherman Cooper R-Ky. announced today he plans to campaign ftill-time in Kentucky between now and the Nov. 3 election for John M. Robsion Jr.,
and the entire Republican ticket.
Cooper, who described Robsion
as "honest, energet:c and tied to
nil titan." said that as governor
the former con•gressrnan would
bring a "new vitality and a sense
unity, purpose and straightforward administration" to Kentucky's state government.
The GOP senator said he would
begin his campaign for Robsion
and the state ticket Thursday at
a 6th District Ifinch at Lexington,
followed by an appearance at a
5th District rally at 630 p. m.,
at Coviegton.
He plans to speak in Campbell
County and Newport Friday and
return to Lexington for the state
Young Republicans club convention Saturday. where he is to
speak at 1 p. m.
Saturday night Cooper will po
back toenorthern Kentucky for a
6:30 p. m. fish fry at Walton.
His schedule 'for next week includes:
Oct. 1:1— Louisville, state GOP
rally. 1 p. m.
Oct. 12-17— 7th and 8th districts, incudinv appearances at
Whitesburg.
Pikeville, Hazard,
{{Oen,
Manchester.
Pineville,
Harlan, Oampbel}eville, Williamsburg. Mount Vernon, Barbourville, Booneville. Jackson, Olive
Hill and Ashland.

-or

City Judge Jake Dunn
receiving citations from Tuesday
night to appear at the traffic court
on the following Tuesday night.
This time was selected Judge
Dunn said, because this hour of
the night would be most convenient for most of the defendents
Ales Judge Dunn said. the bout
is Moir conleement for the polies
force
The shifts change at 5:00 are,
1.00 p.m and 1I:00 pm Thit makes
all policemen available for Mt
traffic c urt This is necessary. re
continued, because if any question
arises during the court, then the
arresting officer is always present
to state the case
City police hailed the new traffic
court as a great aid to them and
to law enforcement in the city. All
persons receiving traffic citations
will appear on Tuesday night, they
said. thus eliminating much time
and effort in trying to reach a
decision as tc, when the case will
be heard.
Judge Dunn told the group or
defendants last night that he would
attempt to be fair in all eases and
emphasized that any defendant who
felt he was not having a fair and
just hearing, had the right to trial
by jury
Last night all defendants were
able to pay their fines.
Cases heard were as follows:
—Johnny Ellis, unnecessary noise,
pled guilty, fined $10.00.
—Bobby Jean Travis. no city
sticker, pled guilty, fined $5.00
—Charles W. Gray, n s city sticker, pled guilty, fined $560
—Harold Franklin Irby, unnecessary noise, fined $1000.
—Robert Burkeers failure to display city sticker, $5.00.
--Oury Franklin Wyatt. unnecessary noise Pled n(IS guilty because
he had just put a hew muffler and
tail pipe on the day before although it is not the right size. He
was fined 51000 with the fine probated until he could correct the
defect.
—Eugene Herndon, unnecessary
noise, pled guilty, fined $1000.
—Tommy Edgar Shirley, reckless
driving, pled guilty. fined 110 00.
—Edwin Bea ver. unnecessary
Lee, pled guilty, fined 51000.
—Joe Ray Jr. reckless drying,
pled guilty, fined $10.00.

Murray Junior Squad
Romps Over Paris
The Murray Junior High Football
squad romped over host Paris
Junior High 26-6 last night.
Tommy Wells was the spearhead
of the cMurray offensive scoring
three tquchdowns and three extra
points. Hilton Hughes accounted
for the other Murray touchdown.
The Junior Tigers scored a To in
both the first and second quarters
to lead 14-0 at halftime.
Paris chalked its I ne tally in
the third quarter and Murray came
back in the fourth period with two
more touchdowns.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Kitchen Slows
Travelers
In Terminal

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPA NY, Ina
2oinsohdaticio of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes. and The
nes-Herald, October 20, ins, and the West Kasatuduala issassay
ru.
I. 1942
JAMES C. WILLIAMS

NIATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 114111
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn.. 250 Part Ave., New York; ISE N. lhase
Jan Ave. Chicago 00 Bolystoo St., Boston.
Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, tor transuusawa rei
Second Clam Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray par week2 r, per
month aSe In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year.
Meewhere, $5.30.
WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 7, 199

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
*300,000

New School Buildings ..

Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
,

Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street In Some Areas

1
,

Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
Addition To Hospital

V

'
i

I

Ten Years Ago Today

pathologist and University of Ca, Dr. Haskell F. Norman of the
San Francisco Psychoanalytic Incia instructor in dentistry.
stitute.
Dentists should never scold nervous patients but should accept
Borland said friendly chats With
the fact that a needle full of patients actually will save a denSAN FttANC1SLO — 41Jpg — novocaine
terrifies them, added tist time.
Dentists here have launched a
"How to Win File:rids
program
Iii which they assure patients
they're
thoroughly
sympathetic
with thei rfears and try t, prove
such fears have little Oasis nowadays.
The San Francisco Dental Society started the "public welfare" program in consultation with
psyernatitsts It is aimed at persuading the public that the most
prevalent kind of dental neglect
is failure through fear to make an
appointment with the dentist.
The problem of the feelings,
fears. strengths, weaknesses and
problems of dental patients has
received little attention in our
dental ccIleses in the past," moo
Dr. Loren It. Borland. earnest

, Dentists Calm
Nervous Patients
Cord Organ Folds

PUBLISHER

We reserve the right to reject any Advurtisuag, Letters to the &Moe
if pubiee voice Ames which, in ma opinion, are eat tee tile Imre
overeat ot our readers

..
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By GAY PAULEY
l'Pl Women's Editor
NEW 1 ORto an — A kitchen, of
all things. now slows the traveler's
rosh through. Grand Central lerminal.
W:.*.h their eyes :n the nearest
clock. commuters by the hundreds
dai.:y stop off to inspect an allelectric kitchen, with its 7/32.'w
eta of builtom range. wall ovens,
aishwastrer, garbage disposeo laundry center. freezer and retr.gerator.
It is the first time. old-timers say,
that a full-scale kitchen ever has
beer. exnsbited in the hue concrete
and steel shell. which in its 44$yeer history has been the showcase
far every-hung frown !yodel oars to
modern art.
.
Salute Ts Worsen
We paid a call this week on the
k .....•ncn's chief -cook- — John MacP:-., rsAin — to see what in toe petal
i..r.,i center most interests the
•:
ng public.
MacPherson, a lieutenant colonel
.r. the Air Force Reserve and head
f the sales training program for
General Electric. said Lo. seemed a
toss-up between the control panel
on the hood range and the special
closed circuit television set.
The latter enables visitors to see
themselves,in the audience.

Meridian
Mutual
Auto
Insurance
offers the •
go

E
DRIVIN
DISE;OuNI
iiipEPLAN

opened Sept 3. Sample — "Ls that
a real chicken in the oven' It
isn't. Said MacPherson, "With all
the pungent hot dog stands in
Grand Central, we should compete!"
One woman inspected a waffle
and then asked whether it was automatic. --It was. said
the appliance man. "Hut after a
long explanation of how it wcrked.
it finally dawned on me — the
woman didn't realize you had to
make your own batter."

-,••••

Poets Hen-y Wadsworth Lcriga good- relationship beJaanes Russell Lowell, Olfellow,
dentist
—
tween patient and
Wendell Holmes, Edward
rather like the old 'family doc- iver
and Phillips Books are
tor' friendship — work Can be Everett
all buried In Mount Auburn Cemdone far more quickly," he saici.
etery, Cambridge, Mass.
"With
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iron Closely

WILSON
INTO THE WILD WHITE YONDER Strategic Air Command B-47a make an inspiring skyseape as they leave vapor trails over the clouds. They're on a practice combat mission.

INSURANCE AGENCY
PLaza 3-3263
500 Main

in

eh
Ai
to

The eicnibit, which will run I
torougth October occupies a portion
of the investment center run by a
br ke age firm. And MacPherson
Plans are completed for the 12th annual homecoming said GE's reason for the
installation
celebration at Murray State College Saturday. October 8. W3S to salute women snarencileters.
when hundreds of alumni art expected to return to their They out-number men and also
alma meter.
out-voice them when it comes to
Dr. Gerald A. Gordon. chiropractor, will open his piann1ng and modernizini the
office Friday. October 7. in the Bank ot Murray Building.
Send By larlses
The condition of Elvie Scott, 20. of Murray Route 2.
-Course. is O.ts hi:opened is :rat
and James Coursey. 21. of Almo was listed as satisfactory
today by Dr. A. D. Butterworth, attending physician. The more men than w men are stopping: he said °Some of that we
boys were injured Sunday afternoon when the automocredit to the fact that more men
bile in which they were riding skidded from the road
c Nrimute But well have a man,
near Dexter.
mechanically minded and inspectMiss Ola Watson of Lexington was the weekend gue.t
ng :he technique of the sovingout
.
,-. shelves in the 'refrigerator first
of her sister-in-law. Mrs. Frances Taylor Watson and Mr!
H. Boyce Taylor, 311 North Fifth Street.
tune -he's in Next day, hes back.
Friends and relatives gathered at the home of Mrs. meekly asking. •How many sneives
were there!' In other words, the
Mary Dalton Sunday to celebrate her 83rd birthday. "
, men are acting as messengers UK
Tommie hart, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hart. wa.
- heir
recently honored on his first birthday with a party.
ledger A

I .ree.

M. clsherson ar.ct three other *pp lance expert,' have answe:ecl a ,
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I quest' its or. coolc.n4
equ.i.kr.•nt Snce tat ii.tchoh
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TURBINE DRIVE
ICK.'60

it IC, IAILOIS.
draf •c1.05ir

sy4i

5i

"Cu

PREMIER FLINCTION Italian
Premier Antonio Segni escorts Mrs Richard Nixon to
dinner In Washington at the
function given by the vice
president in Segni's honor.

A car with major advances in transmission, suspension, takes, and engines which are Buick's alone today
A solid, substantial car • A car of superb comrul, quiet, reliability • A car you should drive soon

Nn tooNort, ttlittness, aid

quality

poori that open
evler e, get in
and out. Family-we mter.or. Seats that MT
higher, more deeply cushioned, and repositioned to provide more room for feet and
legs. Perhaps the 41.1Clekt running car in
America due to Buick's high use of insnlation and torwie tube drive. Buick's quality
tiontrot program comes to a peak in the
TUrtaine Drive Buick '60.

Now Interior decor and cnnvenitnce
An cntirel) he% ' oromagic" irotrument
panel. It iets the driver see speed.
and tutu, ses-essar) ieadings at a glance in
a -mirror he tilts to suit his ow o eye level.
And a new toiclusive ..CcD Option -- the
Twilight Sentinels- -that turns headlight- on
wilery,uhcally
aiiy at sunset
at sunrise. All/new colors and (Mince
544 slight .on. coda....
Ricifer arpointments.

°instant** pstformanco with economy
1. Bilicic% Exclusive (whine Drive
Transmission is jet-smooth, responds
faster, more econorna.ally than ever. No
years ever shift while the car is in motion.
2. Bilick's Exclusive Air-Flg Atiiminurn
lingo Brakes--found on no other American car. Fin-cooled drums' front and
rear for faster cooling. Fast cooling
means safer stopping, longer brake life.

4,

DEADLY CARGO FOR MISSILE ilia —A full-scale !Island, Calif The sub, first of its kind to be
model of the PASS'S rests beside the fleet built on the West Coast, will be armed stoth sittmiser:es and will provide
Thec•dore Roosevelt teen Pi,:zria
er
rr

AT BUICK DEALERS NOW.
605 West Main

Slotted wheels pen a current of air from
under the car constantly over the brakes
for added cooling efficiency.(Wheels are
Si7C which gives you up to 1/3 mom
tire life.)
3. Buick's exclusive Wildcat Engines give
high efficiency with high economy. An
optional new i.e.tiabre Engine is designed
to give Buick performance on regular
'rade fuel.)
tOptl,n,d at retro rod on ErSaltne.
Sialeklartio,. Intteta and Electra.'

BUICK INVICTA 41/1FBUICK ELECTRA

BUICK ESABRE
' II ,'!) BUICK

THE HIGH

DENTON NICK CO.

ORMANCf

4'

THE. FINF;j BOICK Of all

Phone PL 3-4391,

ier

•
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United Press International

News

Today's Sports News Today

5th Game
Chicago (A) 000 100 000— 1 5 0
Los Arrg. (N) 000 000 000— 0 9 0
Donovan (ID
Shaw, Pierce
and Lollar. Koufax, Williams 00
— The and Roseboro, Pignatano (9). Winmajor ner — Shaw. Loser — Koufax.

NEW YORK (UPI)
United Press International
college football ratings with first
place votes and won-lost records
in parentheses:
23 (3-0) 317
.1. L. S. U.
311
2, Northwestern 6 (2-0)
3. Southern Calif 6 (3-0) 216
185
hitters and a lot of sertes records 4, Texas
2 (3-0)
,(3-0) 166
were tied or broken in the inning, 5. Georgia Tech
(2-0 131
but it mattered not to the White 6. Tennessee
(3-0) 130
Sox for Donovan did the job.
7. Miss?ssippi
127
(1-0-1)
He retired Furillo on a pop fly 8. Purdue
(2-0) 97
and Don Zimmer on a fly ball.
9. Wisconsin
(1-11) 58
As it turned cut this tune. Lopes 10. Iowa
made the right moves. He made
h111, Syracuse, 49; 12, Penn State
one an inning earlier when with 36: 13, South Carolina, 26; 14,
two men on base, he put Jim Oklahoma; 16, Auburn, 11; 16
Rivera in right field, shifted Al tie, Michigan State and SouthSmith, who had been playing there, ern Methodist, 10 each; 18; Florito left, with Jun McAnaney going da, 6; 19, Air Force Academy,
5; 20 tie, Duke and Oregon, 4
to the bench.
All Rivera did was to haul down each.
Others— Arkansas 3; Texas
Charlie Neal's long drive to deep
right center to cut off two Dodge I Teal and Washington. 2 each;
'lliifsse,Aur: 1.
runs.

Back On Home Grounds White Sox Vow They Will Win World
Series. Standings Now Show Sox Are Three To Two
stockin;s Tuesday so change their, the right time."
Both clubs flew back -Hire after
luck, weren't, out of baseball's
that historic game in the vast
CHICAGO (UPS — Chicago's "go- woods.
go" White Sox, back on their home
"We have to get even first," he Coliseum Tuesday.
Their backs to the wall, the Sox
grounds, vowed today that they'd observed.
Dodmake their economy-type baseball
He didn't know whether his club threatened Sandy .Koufax, the
pay off again to win the World would wear the white stockings gers' erratic, fire - throwing southSeries in which they trail the Los they started the series with, or the paw, in the thrd — and this time
their
Angeles Dodgers three games to old black .urtes they switched to they were -frustrated because
take
two.
Tuesday when they kept their base stealing sh_rtslop tried to
"We'll win it now," predicted hopes alive with a 1-0 triumph be- an extra base.
In the fourth, however, they
White Sox Manager Al Lopez.
:ore the largest throng in World
tit. _named Early Wynn as his Series historj, — 92,7013 in Los cashed in on an opportunity—the
kind that has been hitting pay dirt
start vet pitcher when the series- Angeles Memorial Coliseum.
for them all year.
resumes in brickwalled Cerniskey
The White Sox were desperate
Battling Nellie Fox led off the
Park on Thursday He'll be opposThey made a fourth-inn- inning with a single and raced to
ed by Johnny Poctres, the sore-back Tuesday.
run — scored on a doubleplay third as Jim Landis followed with
left-hander who won the second ing
up and withstocd a Dodger a single. As Sherman Lollar hit
—hold
game of the series in Chicago last
- inning threat which will into a double play, Fox scored with
eighth
Friday.
go down in series history as one of the run that stood up all the way.
We're back in business when we the most dramatic of all times.
Dodgers Threaten
Alston SUB Confident
make one run stand up.' Lopez
The White Sox didn't mount any
Manager Walter Alston of the threats after that, but the Dodgers
chuckled. -That's how we won the
American League pennant. That's Dodgers, still confident but lamen- did and in the battle of managerial
ting that "we have to go all the wits that followed, Lopez won out
howire'll win the series."
way back to Chicago to wrap it over Alston, thanks to big Dick
Wear Black Stockings
But he admitted that the White up," gave Lopez credit for "putting Donovan.
Sox, who went back to their black the right man in the right spot at
That was in the story - book

By LEO H. PETERSEN
di UPI Sports Editor

eighth.

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL RATINGS

86

6. Somerset
7. Caldwell

414

County

8. Ashland
9, Corbin

LOUISVILLE (UPI) — Tabu- 10. Danville
lation in this week's United Press
high
Kentucky
International
school football ratings 1st place
votes in parentheses:
(17) 197
1. DuPont Manual
132
2. Henderson City
128
3. Flaget
1 iIR CONDITIONED
( 1) 120
4. Highlands
91
5. Owensboro Senior
ENDS
THURSDAY

I NOW!

1

Financial troubles
Come to every soul—
We've helped many men
Get out of a hole.

A Motion Picture Riot Cries Out
with SwitthbInde Savagery
And Stiorking Honestyt

Tr4

JOHN SAM
I MR
ff
211 111111016
MOD111MN
MIN

Pete the Polar
Bear says:

It looked bad for the White Sox
when Landis lost Wally Moon's
fly ball to center in the sun and it
fell in front of him for a single.
Winning pitcher Bob Shaw retired
Norm Larker on a fly ball, but Gil
Hodges rifled a single to center,
sending Moon to third. On the play,
trying to get Moon at third. Hodges
went on into second.
Now the rival managers started
making moves, one counter to the
,ther.
Alston sent up left handed batter Ron Fairly to hit for right
bander Don Demeter. Lopez took
out Shaw and put in southpaw
Billy Pierce. he, Alston withdrew
Fairly and sent up right-handed
hitting Rip Repulski to the plate.
Furtllo Pops Up
Lopez ,rdered Pierce to walk
Republski intentionally, filling the

bases;
Sox
THIRD GAME'S BEST CATCH — Jim Landis, fleet White
center fielder, slides along Atirejmft VIA,. Jim Gilliam's blow
safely tucked in his gloved hanecfn seep center at Los Angeles
Stadium. The spectacular catch robbed Gilliam of a sure hit, but
e Dodgers went on to take the third game, 3 to 1, and go aWeed in series victories, 2-1,

j

So Alston called on Carl Furillo,
his pinch hitter de luxe in the peanantVilayolif against the Braves and
In the series. So Lopez took out
Pierce and put in Donovan.
There were pinch runners, pinch

rwilfea404%
, Come in and let us protect your car
, with these FREEZIN' SEASON serviced
RADIATOR—Well drain, Bush imd fill with permanent antifreeze.

HOSES—We'll tighten

fittings and replace worn sections.
4 \

BATTERY— Wel check

cells, cables and general condition.

TIRES— We'll inspect, rotate for
LIGHTS—We'll check

IVE
World Series crowd of 92.294 are

?. today

maximum service, if desired.

all lights and replace burned-out bulbs.

WINDSHIELD WIPERS— Well inspect blades, arms and operation for winter-driving safety.
92,294 WATCH DODGERS TAKE THIRD GAME -- A 1'r...cord
Stadium to witness
included in this aerial photo of the third series game at Los Angeles Memorial
Furillo, Dodger veteran, pinch-hit the blow that
tate first series game on the west coast. Carl
gave Los Angeles its second series victory. 3 to 1

CHASSIS—We'll give your car a complete lubrication.
CRANKCASE— We'll drain and refill with Valvoline All-Climate
Motor Oil, replacing oil filler cartridge if needed.

GASOLINE — We'll fill

your tank with A-Plus Super Gasoline
.for fast starts, smooth idling and stall-free performance. .

,•••

Get ready for winter...
drive in for FREEZIN' SEASON service at
your Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer!

of air from
r the brakes
(Wheel, are
to 1/3 more
Fngines glee
)flnny. (An
t. is designed
on regular

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Dodger winner of the third World
DRYSDALE HALTS WHITE SOX THIEVERY — Don Drysdale,
Fox into a belle-slide back to
Nelson
sueedmaster
Sox
White
sends
Angeles.
Los
Series game at

Umpire Frank Secory calls the play. The Dodgers botfirst base, Gil Hodges takes the throw as
mostly through the acthe White Sclic vaunted base thievery in the third series game,
tled up
cut down three runners at second.
curate throwing arm of catcher Roseboro, who

79
77
69
41

•
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MSC Women's
Woman Lawyer Society
Opens
Year With Tea
Suggests Way
TiCurb Rate

PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

Mows

Lochie Landolt,, Editor
"
r4roo

Social Calendar

College High
FHA Holds
Initiation

Wednesday, October 7th
The Wadesb.ro lilamennakers club
The WMU or the Ellim Grove will meet :n tint home of Mrs.
Baptist Crimea will meet at 10 Wayne Hardie.
• • ••
In the home of Mrs. Rey
Lassiter.
Friday. Octobor Stith
••• •
The New Concord Homernatters
Thursday, October Sib
C:krb will meet at MOO pm. at the
Group Four of the Christian :‘
Tne Murrey College High MILA
uf Mrs. Lotrian !Mazy.
• • • •
Women s Fellowship will meet at
held their formal and informal
luemay, Sept a in the 9:30 ma. In the boom of Mrs.
Monday. October 19th
Walter E. Blackburn, Meier Ave.
CMlege limn Moats Kc. Dept.
The Murray Toastmuitresis club
The South Murray Homemakers
For the mammal initiation whim
Mrs.
a as herd during the day. the mem- , r:ab will meet In the home Of will meet in the borne of
Albert Tracy for'4an after dinner
bers were red skirts eigh heels Mrs Lowell King at 130 p.m.
••••
program.
v .th socks bonnets and careed a

The Tewn and Country Homemakers club will meet at 7.30 in
the evening at the home of Mrs.
A trersty traveler on tee IsThe formal initiation was hell Allan Rumsele
Madagascar need only
land
• • • •
that rimbt. at 7:30. All of use
stab a Ravenala tree with a
hers and their mothers were pre,Friday. October 5m
sharp stick for a pint of clear
tilt. The following were candiaates
The North Murray Homemakers water to gush out, according to
n.
Or member/hip: Gayle An
wiL meet in the home of Mrs. the National Geographic Society.
kstty Crutcher, Judy Culpepper,
John Wortman at I:3U p.m.
Susan Evan. Kay Ezell. Betty ter••••
g Isom Margaret Hendon. Vandelene
Trophies for the mesh s and LadW.-Keel. Car eyn Miles. Sandra
ies championship and prizes for
°Mimed. J udy Overby, Carolyn
the Labor Day two ball foursomes
arks, Linda Seeable, /tidy Stumat,
per to be held at the Calloway
Judy
Story,
Smith.
Anna
S.mdra
County Country club house at 6:30
S :ter. 1aye Sykes. Louise Tipton,
p.m. All golfers who have not been
Sue White. Linda Willoughoy.
contacted and are interested in at'The FAA Top Tunes' was the tending please cal: either the Men's
name of the program Each officer or the Madlea Golf chairmen or
mom a hit song and worked in her Louis Slimmeyer at the pro Mop.
cut:es with the tune of the song All reservations must be tn by
:ne chairman far this program was Thursday noon. (October le
• • bS
Janice Prealms. the chapters vice
Monday, October 12th
trestdent
The Bonnets Gued of tbit First
Genies were played and refreshChi-1st:an Church will meet :n the
ments were served at the Close of
Sonic of Mrs. .1. E. Littleton, Bli
-.e meeteng, Mei.elasmalSarrell and
South Eighth Su.eet at 7.31) in the
— airs. June •Gittgles wail> are *doing
!Veiling
hew student tem:eater in Home M.
••••
rid Wes Sue la:riess, superv.sing
The Bethany Sunday School class
t_acher were present.
Of the First Baptist Church veal
meet for a pot hack dinner at the
Melemn cabin at 8 pm chow this,
wea Mrs. Noe: Mumma as capteen,
will be in chards.
• ••
cashpan during the day to carry
cli members books.

a

Read Our Classifieds

Furches

Wednesday, Oirlistwa lath
The a esleyan Circle of the Meet
Methodist Church will meet in the
church social hall at 7:30 pin. Hostesaes estli. be Meet Polly Washer
and Mrs. Rebecca West.
• • • •
Thursday, October Lath
The S.eirs Sigma Sigma Alumnee'chapter 'ma meet in tne nome
if Mrs Bob ward at 7.31./ in the
g

ALREADY - President
SIT
Ends/sower milks as If his
cold Is better already on his
erns& in Palm Spnaga,
Calif.. for a week's stay.
Maybe It's that sew putter
he's holding. presented hi
him by the mayor.

The first full year of the Murray
State College Women's Societe opened with a tea at Womas kiwi on
Sunday. October 4th from 3:30 to
5 30.
Mrs. George Ligon, Mrs. Wilbur
Wayman, and Mrs. Tracy greeted
the guests and issued name tags
Mrs Will Frank Steely, treasurer,
collected the dues. Mrs. Martha
Gwee chairman of the yearbook
committee, distributed the year
books.
All of the new peoples and officers were in receiving line. Mrs.
R.land Talman and Mrs. Roberta
Wharmal were in charge of the tea.
Those helping were: Mrs: Arlie
Scott, Mrs. Carlisle Cutetuns, Miss
Vivian Hale, Mrs. Pete Panzera,
and ?Ms. Joe Nell Rayburn.
Those pouring were: Mrs. Donald
-B. Hunter, Mess Lillian 'fate, Mrs.
J. Matt Sparkman and Mrs. L.
Sledd.
• • • •

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Weatena Editor
NEW VORA. run — A woman
lawyer and former prosecutor tom
thy suggested me method of
curbing the nations soaring Juvenile crime rate-a required course
far parents in parenthood.
'Juvenile delinquency begins at
home. It's been said before, but
it's still true,'' said Mrs. Lillian
Malley
Vernon, a 48-year aid
grandmother who is co-cnairman
of the women's
of the
Police Athletic League. inc.
Mrs. Vernon suggested in an
interview that "what we need are
courses in how to be parents.
is from the parent that the child
must learn respect for others. re.
sport for the law and autiaortty,
respect for other people's prop-.
arty"
Parents Blame Others
'I think we're too inclined to
spare the rode: sne said. When I
was a child, I always was WM
BUFFALO, N. Y. - ilM1) - 'the
tnat if 1 were pummed at school,
world's first wand tunnel for longI would get the same pumehment
duration testing of hypesonic miswhen 1 got home.
siles and space vehicles under
"Today. the parent attacks the
actual atinespheric flight conchteacher if the child is mashed,
tame is being designed and built
seems to me that parents
by Cornell Aeronautical Laborahate to admit they're doing a poor
tory.
job on their ctnldren. Tney blame,
The research center's new test
everybody but themselves. they
installation, contracted for by the
expect the teachers to do their
Air Force Research and Develegm
job...cr expect agencies like owe
mane Clenernand, is termed a
to take over.
"wave
superheater
hyperemia
"1 know that in many cases, a
tunnel." It
will generate airmother has to work to help supflows apprammating 10,1)1)0 miles
port the family. But 1 trunk whenan hour and temperatures of 9,UUU
ever possible the woman should
degress F.
be at home wen her children...
The tunnel will be capable of
The mother away all day is a
15-second test durations. considerfactor in delinquency. I believe in
ably longer than
ever ?More
being a career women only tf
possible' at such extreme tecraperyou've nothing else to do."
atmes, air speeds and at presFund-Raising Job
sures
corresponding
to
actual
Mrs. Vernon a volunteer job wita
flight altitudes. Present aerodyPAL is largely one of fund-raising
namic test devices promming hyfor the organization. which runs
a youth recreation and education personic air floe", and temPeratures can be operated for only a
program
It a tandem main by
few thousandths of a second.
centre:el eons I rom eictimeilada,
b umn eat, lued incluatry.
e,
PAL. founded In Nevt York In
1930 and since copied in metropolitan/a Area! notorpationalty. trios
to reach the children during wean
it terms the danger period-dm
leisure hours after school will
bedtime Same M centers In New
York alone, open from three to
lq pin, have Laleka cheleren In
the seven to SI age group as
me miners.
"A nation is shocked at some or
this cremes recently enwartitted by
young people: sa.cl Mrs. Vernon.
"But nun, of team has ever weaved a PAL '

New Wind Tunnel
For Space Tests

•

---mmintemmosliallellalliM11111101111111116m .

Mrs. Lillian Lowry
Gives Report At
Gamma Meeting I
The Gamma Chapter ef Delta
Kappa Gamma Fraternity held a
luncheon meeting at the Collegiate
Restaurant, Saturday, with 38 present.
Miss Roberta Whitnah, chapter
president, presided over the meeting. Mrs. Lillian Lowry, state president, gate an interesting report
on the recent regional meeting in
Hartfort, Conn. and on the state
meeting in Owensboro, last week.
Others attending that Ft-meant
from this chapter, were ale.sses
Roberta Whitnah and Ruby Smith.
Murray, and Mrs. Keely Lowe, e'ultc n.
Mrs. Ann Moodie program chairman, had charge of the planning
fur the new year for the Murray
Chapter, at Seturdmes meeting.
••••
ALUMNAE BULLETIN
NEW YUMK. - IUD - A joint
study of the Engineering and ace
entitle efaremever Comnussions if
88.000 female college geaduates
shows only 586 have Jabs as
chermets and 703 as mathematicians or stahstacians.
Uranium
years as a
and glass,
War 11 did
rive energy

WOO CAMP STRAIGHTENS TWISTED UVES-Gov. Nelson Rockefeller (left) studies a map of the North PI:lamella Youth
Camp near Norwich, N. Y., with correction commissioner
Paul D. McGinnis (right). The New York Governor spoke
with young men, aged 16 to 21, at the camp and found that
" it.
rugged outdoor chores gave them "a different attitude.
left with the impression that such correction camps are a
major weapon in the war against juvenile daliciquoncrs

has been used tor
colorant in ceramics
but not until Wood
man learn how to defrom its steam

6

Read The Ledger's Classifieds
LEON HIGDON, M.D.
and

HAROLD PRIDDLE, M.D.
OBSTETRICS and GYNECOLOGY
Announce the Removal of Their Offices
to
'T1113' KATTERJOHN BUILDING

at

(formerly the I.C. Hospital)
1507 BROADWAY

EAJDY PARTY-Rickey McFarland celebrates his fourth
birthday two months ahead
of time in Austin, Tex, with
impending heart surgery responsible fur the rush. Born
with a heart defect, Rickey
faces a series of operations to
permit him a normal life, the
best present he could ever get.

Paducah, Kentucky
Office Hours:

Telephones: Office 3-6215

by Appointment

Answering Service: 3-6215

When fire beget i"nA in a nurier
relic ence nex e to the cleaver,
room at Syracuse General noneta. Mrs Marlene Lauson lobe
it Lalat in stride.
She ones in
or roc= when
the fire arnt Mouds or =note
through port at wie isospitaL
Minutes atter huge fans aired out
tne delivery room Mrs Laursen
was wheeled in and gave birth to
a haeltny datimiter.

Min Francisco offers the netiona
nos% expensive taxicab rides - 50
cents for the first quarter-mile
and 10 cents for each additional

WREST MAN DEAD-Sid W.
Richardson, who has been
rated as the richest man in
America, is dead In Texas.
He died in his sleep osi his
Island In the Gulf of Mexico.

datum %Aeons are
'DETROIT. OCT 5-The 1944 Dodge Dart
9-pamengeir =Miele. with a choke of
etre-red in 6 Imosenger and
passenger Pioneer is equally at
6 or 8 cylinder engines. This 9
or a long vacation trip.
hone on • drive to the (aloes store

••

/
NI
11

Opening Thursday
West Side Beauty Shop
Completely New - Completely Modern
• AIR-CONDITIONED DRYERS
• SOFT MUSIC
• ALL MODERN EQUIPMENT
Me nager

Operators

Fits like a second skin..
Slims you oh-so-smoothly!

Fay Farris
• norene Lassiter - Carol ('arson

-

Linda Thorntol,

MI RINGER FOR U.S. SAVINGS BONDS-Mrs. Robert Lemens
of Wichita, Kansas, receives a laughing -send-off from Mrs.
Mamie Eisenhower at the Wirtre House to begin a nation-wide
tour for U.S. Savings Ponds. Mrs. Lemons hopes to stimulate
Interest in the savings bonds and stamps program. She holds
her Liberty Bell award as "Mrs. U S. Savings Bonds of 19410."

invited to visit this modern
beauty shop for your beauty needs.

S

'
,
ian IN 3 LENGTHS

You are

West Side Beauty Shop
Main at

Fifteenth

Phone PLara 3-3344

"AS MODERN AS TOMORROW"
Open .. 7:00

a.M. —

Close .. 8f30 p.m.

"FARRIS"

White House Grocery
STOP

SHOP - COMPARE

Style #2011- Rayon -KneeLang* pontiff girdle .. . seamless, full-fashioned comfort.
slims you from your waist to o
.
whisper obove your know'

Style #200-2 - 14" Rayon
— Seamless, tull-fcrshiorted panties with the smooth control knit. detachable garters
ted In

Vs.

Sty/is #2-13"—Nylon...$7.30
Style *20-15"--StIk...$10.95

'Style

FRESH COUNTRY EGGS
.. 3 doz. $1.00
Sealtest Vitalure SWEET MILK .... ! -gal 391
IL 39t
BACON, Good Sliced
1608 Main
Plione FL 3-4771..

#26— Nylon ... $8.93

$595

Style #12 - Nylon 11.4•1
All *look, mode of fine lightweight nylon. Imam* of exclusive double feshionirq process.
there's not a 140M1 10 Cut ems
anywhere ...complete comfort.

Littleton's
•

r-

$504.

•

•N.

or
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LOST-END
YOU'LL

•

RiX:EIVED, UNE Carload
ectric heaters. Buy now and
ye them installed. Wait until
ember 10 to pay. We do any
of electric work. Dill Elect=
any. Phone PL a-2930. 1U-7C
N ALUMINUM S'ItattM witsmie self storing. One door with
ano hinge. Insulated jams $164.50
tailed. Home Comfort Company,
South 12th Street. PLaza 3-

•

7r444

over 10,000 galimis floe: &Joiner
leaving town. For information, call
PLaza 3-3571.
IU-7C

a

Nilson Rocks'realm Youth
ocenmisidonse
,vernor spoke
id found that
attitude." Hs
camps are a

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

assifieds

MICE - ROACHES
TERMITES - RATS
Eradi:ete

Prritralli$

The Destructive -I ernbits
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
- Licensed & Insured SAM KELLEY
Phone PL 3-3914

r FOR RENT

UPSTAIRS FURNISHED APART
TEN VENDING MACHINe., the
ment for rent. Heat and hot and
new sports card and bubble gum
cold water furnished. Reasonable
dispensers. See at 914 Sycamore price.
10-7P
PL 3-4562.
I0-8C
after 5 p.m.
THREE UNFURNISHED ROOMS
PAINTED UPRIGHT PIANO at 403 South 12th St. Private encheap. Call PLaza 3-2257 after 4:01.1
11.)-7C
trance.
p.m.
10-9P
4 ROOM APARTMENT, 1 mile
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING L(YT, 100x west of College. Newly
decorated.
100, on south side of Johnson Blvd. Utility
room - piped in oil heat,
Lots
in Meadowiane Subdivision.
insulated, nice front and back yard.
10-10C
of shade. Phone PL 3-3387.
Private entrance on highway. Call
m.AbruLt: iaLLI21111.0 LktONER), PLaza 3-5636, Mrs. James H. Boone.
10-9C
Thor automatic glaMron, $46; 18

UST POSTS 2.80. Phone PL. 310-1111: inch yagaaw with motor, $3.7;
savage, model IN, caliber 31.10, $10U;
MODEL BUICK 4-door. New
110 volt electric heater, 310; bathre., clean as a pin. Call PL 3-4000
room scale, 35. k'bone PL 3-1005
PL 3-3947 after ewe p.m. 10-7P
10-7C
after 5:30 p.m.
469
ICE OIL HEATER with or withsa4.A1..L UPRIGHT PLASM.). Ext 1$0 alai. tank
See Hasten
cellent condition. Call PLaza 3-1565
right, Stella or phone pL..3-1rt.
1{)-tIC
or see at 517 Whitnell.
11.)-7P
GIRL'S WINTER COAT, pants and
GE MODERN SeatVICE stahat to match. Also ramcoat. Size 4.
on on main highway. Pumping Ladies' size 18 suits, dresses and
-oat. See at 1114 Sycamore alter 5
10-8C
p.m.

I

THREE ROOM HOUSE with garage. 1012 Farmer. Couple only. Ph.
1TIC
PLaza 3-22'25.
FOUR ROOM GARAGE Apartment
with bath. Gas heat. 511 South 4th
Street. Call Dan Knouff, PLaza 31U-9C
3918.

II USED CORN PICKER (1 row New
Ideal must be in good condition,
WOULD LIKE TO DO BABY sit- and reas. noble price. Write Joe
ting in my home day,. only Phone Dill, Model, Tenn. or call Dover
10.4C
104C CE 2-5252.
PI, 3-3600.

By MATT STUART

ervice: 3-6215

Fs'

I

V

I

GTHS

Ion Mel -•
0 fine lightLea of sideling protest.
to cut yea
)4tit comfort.

$se+)

RF_ALLY LIKES 1%&E
V

7

111th, 1(1
yeses. Wash bowl and pitcher, savbutter bawl (brutal design)
brass ware, Seth Thoenos clock, ockl
glass lamps, books, cherry cnest (1
drawer) Also many sets of new
dishes, variety of canned fruit anal
vegetables. Any amaunt cooking
utensils and odd house hold ware.
Eats and drinks served. Douglas
Shoemaker, Auctioneer. Please tell
your friends about this unusual
11)-7C
Sale.

er

HELP WANTED

I

Cleaner's. South side Court Square,
,
icI
i,
Murray, Kentucky.

NEEDED

srxritm.

Business Opportunities

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-NI,,ea ith
measur,i
steps'
5-Pig
8-Wife of Zeus
12-Turkish
regiment
11-Irrult drink
14-Send forth
16-Clean and
disentangled,
as wool
17-Cylindrica1
18-Showy
flower
BO-Plerces
$1-Goddess of
discord

FS

-Conjunction
-Caverns
1111-Shade tree
11-A state
(abbr.)
32-storais box
/Wool lava
24-1-q-les •
vestment
116-Real estate
maps
1111-14gpen
111-Toward the
sheltered aide
it
D-Land
measure (pI.)
45-Attempts
it-Buceaneer
60-Style of cost
61-Solar disk
62-Hindu
garment
61-Bacterlolo:
gist's wire
valets
U64-Number
g2-Woody
plant
DOWN

mini

polled taut Now you're trying 'o
Jonas Dainuar's
19
CHA
XS DALalAlt paused to abo.• his cigar. -Conic again?" Damn a man whose word is
The ante Is good!"That's right
iaimOe ow the door of room
mocked Tuna:Niamber seven in the Prairie doubled. It was five hundred. ! "What word?"
lion. "Yours, maybe? You spellt
Now it's a thousand."
Hu Ise in Oarraion
made • full
entered to a mumbled sumJonas Danner hunched for- , of a deal. That was
hunt-ed dollars
mons.
ward in his chair all semblance month ago Five
you were to pay me. Where is
Ch..rley Tornison was In bed, of amiability leaving him.
Where is any
prepped against some pillows A
"A thousand! What are you that five hundred?
about
broad whit- bandage swathed his talking about' Our agreement part of it? And you prate
a man's word!
face from upper lip to hair line.
• 711 ,, !•• o'll in the lower edge "I know what it was." Tun- "Let me tell you eomethino,
cortinued.
this for him to breathe nison cut In. -I know exactly f rien d." Tunnison
enough
old from two other slits what it was Because of politi- "Never believe me fool
'-roue
whack
his eyes glinted between puffed, cal favors I've done Sheriff to tie in with an old rar
like you without making sure of
bruise-blackened lids.
Chris Hatfield in the.past. I told
the
in
Dalmar paused beside the bed. you I could keep his office 100k- a reserve shot or two
of
. this. Charley," he Mg the other way while you locker. That affidavit is one
"Sorry about
Now I'm tired of talk. I
said smoothly.
moved in on hi" Five and Run- such.
of your
Tunnison'. *newer, from • ning M range up In the Saddle- yearn to see the -cTlor
becomh•-•icen of physical weak- backs This, provieling---111 em- money. A thousand dollars
out. or
ness and • burning inner rage, phasize that - providing you fore the hext week is
Doc Jerome's affidavit roes to
was thick and husky.
didn't get too rough about it.
Chris Hatfield. That's it!"
"So you ray!"
That is what I told you I could
Jonas Delmar got to his feet.
I mean R." Delmar Insisted and wool(' do-for a fee. Five
He fixed Tunnison with a hard
I gave my son. Frank, hall. I hundred dollars."
stare.
guess he was pretty drunlf?"
Tunnison nausol. stirring un"It's Just too bad Frank didn't
"As a pig." ground mit 'Tunni- der his blankets.
smash in your skull" he said
son. "But that's no excuse
on.
went
he
it,"
was
"That
to finDrunk or sober, nobody treats -That was the agreement. So wickedly. "Tye a notion
me So without pating for it some far. I've seen rot pert of the five ish the job --now!"
Again Charley Timnaion shiftwas'."
What else has haphundred
move
"A darned unfortunate thing," pened? There'. Nets Madison, ed under his blankets. The
view.
Delmar soothed. "I regret it and a prominent and popular cattle- brought his right hand into
came to apologize for Frank, man. gulahed and left for dead. Gripped in It was a nlekel-plated.
of
revolver
Bulldog
which I've done Now I'd like to That's rough stuff
Delmar- imidormeed
heavy caliber. The gaping milejalk a little business. You up that's very rough stuff!
ale peered at Jonas Dalmar'il
Wo It"
"It means a much tougher
Silent • moment, Tunnison chore ahead of me. keeping Hat- gaunt midriff.
"Now there's a notion best
presently nodded. "Kerr your field's office quiet So the fee
the lawyer
voice down. These walls are goes up, another five hundred got rid of."
evenly. "This-" he waved the
thin. What is this business?"
dollars. And let's not quibble
been a longDelmar pulled a chair up be- about it too much, or it could gun slightly, "has
time bedfellow of mine You lay
He produced a go higher!"
side the bed
ehoo,
a hand on me and
cigar, took the Up off it with
For some little time Jonas
in half Tye taken
thot characteristic twisting. hard Delmar neither spoke nor moved. your backbone
numhondlin7 from r.,v
snap of his teeth. then li' up, But his face pulled thinner and my last
play at make-making little smacking sounds thinner until It seemed almost Delmer Let's not
with ahis lipsvOille he puffed. He as if the bones would breek believe.
"Perieonrille," he continued. "I
Jrook the cigar from hi- mouth. through the skin When he finalof It. ly stirred, hie words were as don't care a thin damn for you 'at the rlowine
,
...nolo
elowly. taut and harsh as his features, no more than you do for me.
hear." he said
"I
Y!'t we can be useful to peeh
"there's some ktnd of affidavit
"You're jumping at a hell of
other. AO long AS we con•"er
that Doc Jerome swore to con- a lot of conclusions. What do
cerning the death of Porky Lane, know about Lane and Madison farts and stick to them. Now
the Big Five rider. That right?" being shot? Whit makes you I got some sleep to catch um. I
had little, enough of it Isort niahr
The glint In Tunnieon's eves figure me responsible?"
thanks to your drunken son. A
deepened. "There Is such a docshot
"If you're not," Tunnison
final reminder. A thousiama in
ument"
hack, with his qrrirk, lawyer's
cash, before the week's out
"What's It say?"
perception, "why all the intereat
Jonas Delmar kicked his chair
"It says that Packv Lane'a in Doe Jerome's affidavit? Would
11-^et
aside in a siklidirie
„aeath was not accidental. It you be worried over what could
wheeled to the door. Here he
Ways he'd been shot through the happen, should it reach Sheriff
paused and looired hack.
head and was already dead be- Hatfield's office in Orikdale?"
"And here's a reminder for
"I still say It doesn't tie me
fore any flame ever touched him.
man ever
,in on a thing," Delmar droned. you, Tunnison. No
In short. It proves he'd been mill
and made it
"Perhaps not - directly." Tun- double-crossed me
dated, and the fire set afterWhile
try.
not
ward, In an effort to cover up nison agreed. "But here's what stick. You better
on thee!"
It could do. It could bring in a you're sleeping, chew
the crime."
He !deemed through into the
*There a lot to /wear to. Who deputy from Hatfield's office to
the door with a
look and listen. And the day hall, shutting
mit Jerome up to it?"
slam.
"His own 'lea entirely. Yet that happens. any chance your great echoing
the more I think of it, the more ever had of taking over in the
Jonas Daimar has to take
I think It was a damn good one." Seddlebacks, goes un th flume.
"How do you figure?" Dal- You better quit bluffing. Delmar verbal lashing: "Shouldn't ever
try to ow, the whir, on me,
--beerritio I'm not."
tone tightened a little.
"Bluffing-be damned!" Pal- Jonas. Von do, old n• ,oe redo
Tunnison
enough."
"Simple
in
saki. "For on- thing. it hikes mar rapped. "Don't ever think are, I'll knock your teeth
I ant. Tonnision. We made a deal. Continue the story tomorrow.
the ante. Douh!••• it, in fact."
• •

.a

Sisters old brick house, one of the
oldest land marks in the county,
located in Wild Cat Creek ComEXPERIENCED wArrtua. Also
URGENTLY
munity on Ky. Lake, seven miles
in person
MEN 18 - 34 TO TRAIN in italieoad part time bus boy. Apply
east of Murray on blacktop be10-1X.:
Communtcauons. Jets wanting, ag- at Collegiate Restaurant,
tween Murray - Cadiz and Murray Above average pay.
operators.
ents,
on
be
Signs
will
Dover highways.
Lifetime security, plus many beneeach road 23,-, and V miles out.
SALIZattaN, part or
fits. Good health, eyesight, nosh APPLIANCE
Having sold store and cottages, they
name, ad- full tune, ages between 21-05,
Write
educaticn
school
have surplus amount of household
office Set. 1:00 pan.
dress, telephone number to Box apply at main
furniture, bedsteads, wrings, mat106 No. 4th Street, Murray. 10-7C
10-7C
Ky.
Murray,
32-A,
tress, tables, chairs, rockers, etoyes,
spreads and draperies. Juke box and
MAN FOR SERVICE
records, assorted sizes of used tires,
All eround man, Raye's Gulf Serv- RELIABLE PERSON IN tills area
also one of tne largeet coilectiocui
ice, Rh and Sycamore, Phone PL to pick up payments on Singer
of antiques ever sold in county,'
1U-7C Automatic Zig Lag Sewing Ma3-2044.
possibly 200 pieces. Cut glass bowls, MARRIED MAN WITH CAR FOR
chine, console model. Payments
tumbler dishes, dishes etched gob- I, esetablished route in this area. YOUNG MAN. Apply to tad Thur- only $3.77 month. Write credit
lets. German, French and Austrian 4,000 customers. 400 items. Work mond at Thurrnoncrs Mill.
10-71' manager '212 North 12th Murnay
China, 58 piece china set (Limoges). by appointment. $80.00 per week
Ky., or' call PLaza 3-1757 for
Set Rose china. (DB. Co. See Hive guaranteed to start plus expense
Experienced further information. Will discount
stamp) hand painted mugs, plates, allowance. This Is possible due to SMAIM FINIS11"1. Laundry and tor cash.
preferred. B o on e
dessert dishes, milk glass, royal
'
large expansion. For interview
Daulton pitcher. pectures & frames,
salt cellars, salt and pepper shakers, 3-2777 Paducah. after 7 P.m10-27C
odd covered dishes and many small

w AdsrrEb

Services Offered
-

1

am, rain or shine at the Nance

-TATE HAS
ROBF2RTS REAL VS
A CHOICE PUREBRED YOUNG
house to rent, two blocks town.
Jersey bull ef blue ribbon stock.
Eight rooms, grate and stove heat.
Four miles north on Benton High$42.00. Put in gas heat for $50.00.
10-6P
way. W. W. Dickerson.
10-91'
PL 3-1651.
UNUSUALLY ATTRACTIVE frame
house, 514 Beale Street Extra large MODERN UNFURNISHED 4 rooms,
loang room, two time bedrooms, bath and utility in brick duplex.
convenient kitchen, lovely bath, Hardwood floors except kitchen
and utility room. Priced Er im- and bath with tile. Electric heat.
mediate sale by owner. May be Wired for electric stove. Utility
seen by mai-ointment only. Call equipped for washer and drier.
10-81: Well insulated and storm wandaws
PLaaa 3-3387
and doors. Garage. Couple prefer1959 STUDEBAKER LAttlt deluxe
red. 304 South 13th. Call PLaza
station wagon. 9,001 Local. Save
10-9P
3-1878.
$ $ $ 3$. Lampkins Motor Sales,
3PLaza
Second & Main, phone
10-8C
4613.

C My Batt llowet,
fro the Dodd. Mead & Co. areal:
CM-Muted by Meg Features Syndicate.

SP

e -TminiicivosGONAAA9
p4,

AUCTION SALE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

GARAGE APARTMENT, 211 South
15th Street. Couples only. Tele10-10C
phone PLaza 3-1505.

TOUCH CAME
Office 3-6215

.AND THEN SHE sAID,''LINU6"
THAT JUST THE DAY SAE SAID
11..."LINUS" SHE CAME RI644T
OUT,ANDSA,ID MY NAME JUST
AS PLAIN AS DAY .

wixem-riaos , -'•

r no co ir

FOR SALE

714K /AORN1N6 94E1,U4S CALLING
THE ROLL. Si4E SAID,"DAVID,
BETTY, CRAIG, LOILLIAM,1twy,
MARY, TOMMY,
..."

I-Soutb
ArnerHan

5-Possessed
6-Hypothetical
force
T-Obtain
5-Long-legge4
bird
II-Come Into
view
10-Ceremony
11-The sweets.,
14-Man'e names
10-Shield
22-Carnivorous
mammal
21-Leases
24-Macaw
25-Nothing
17-By way ef
29-L'rilt of
Latvian
currency
20-A month
25-Prohibited
U-Nuisance
37-Bristle

33-One who
smiles
40-Inclines
42-Jargon
41-Three-band e4 arms- ii

FOR AN - TYPE ELECTRIC wort
call Dill Electric Company. Phone
11-40..;
PL .3-2930.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 12

COLUMBUS DAY
BANK of MURRAY
PEOPLES BANK
DEES BANK of HAZEL

iiiilliiigiii1111111141M2111111
gala Illtialaiii11111*iii:
11611111111NOWNININIII
511111111110111d6111111111111
mUUIII
ited

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield CHerryhill 14331. If no
answer call collect Tilden City, Ten-.phone TUrner 5-9361. . TFC

in observance of

11111111111111111gEfai
11111111M1111111111111M11161

Distr by

a .1

CLOSED

44-Quote
44-Comfort
47-Dirk
44-Dine
60-Hurried
62- rIL I it

1111111111M11111111M1111111111

ger,
2-Ds u,..d
4-11ea clu,

.
;
rt
90 DIFFERENT COLORS in pew
coior
penciu you
cis. What ever
need, we have it. Good for nap
work, or anything where differ- !I
nt colors are needed. Office Sup- '
a nd
Department, Ledger
ply
Times, North Fourth Street. Also six different colors in roll .!.
S-26-NC
labels.

We Will Be

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

0 00 MNOOU
Mal J00BA)
OM 0311SalaW 00
900M
Jalg PJMUld
UMW 1000M 000
OBBIAM OMAN 00
OMEM MONO
00 NOWil WIIAW
M0M jMVIN noun
9OPP Aoz1 PO
00 204130011
ORNMIal uaueno
auu
Oirri9M

NOTICE

'stunt Syndiasta, Inc.

by Ernie Bushrniller

NANCY

FROGS' LEGS
WERE DELICIOUS, AUNT
FRITZI-CAN I HAVE
SOME MORE ?

THOSE

BOY, I SURE
LOVE FROGS'
LEGS
'I

BR
4W4.--a6
j
Wia

-aeler.oaAr57.1.5a.ae4aiLalratO

WHAT ARE
YOU LOOKING
FOR''

SOMETHINGFOR A

JUMPY
STOMACH

ask

to
taflt.

41111W
1. beU
Pe. 011 C..'
MI6. UMW
,

by Al Capp

L1L' ABNER
u

P.. cm

_ea

Uo.•4I P.•••••• 5,44•••• MN

)
{...\NAL,THASS TN'
LAST TH'WORLD
WILL EVAH SEE
OF

skmo0S.
-...S..

by Raebur-n Van Rare,

ABRIE an' SLAYS
AN ALABAMA BROWN PLAY
NoTE0 FOR ITS STARK
ORIGINALITY. F YOU'RE
SUPPOSED TO COOKYoU COOK!

IS

LAND 0'GOSHEN.1
YOU MEAN IM AcTUALLY
GOING ro COOK RIGHT
THERE ON THE
STAGE

ME BEIN'A BLARSTED MATINEE
!POLS ONLY FITTIN'- SEEN,'
THAT I PLAVS NE LEAD fN THE

DRUNKARD" &ACK IN NINETY-EIGHT!
THEY HAD TA BUILD A
SECRET EXIT FER ME
TO ESCAPE THE
TOMATOES THAT
FOUGHT FOR A
LOCK 0* ?AY
HAIR;

ems.

..01I

•

•

A

l•

4110•••••,...••

4
MED

C
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SHELL AUCTION
NEW YORK UPI - About 75
avid malcolegists - persons who
collect sea shells-gathered here
Sunday to bid against each other
in a private auction. One of the
smallest shells' brought in the
price: George Jacobs,
biggest
president of the New York Shell
Club, shelled out $99 for a browuataBedalli from norths.tlia.
lr
u.i
nisnh AV
er

Letter to the Editor;
September 15, 1959
Dear Parents, Teachers, and
Friends:
With the opening of a new
school year. a most cordial invitation is extended to Pao to
join the Murray Parent-Teach-.'
Cr Association for 1059-60 during the annual membership enrollingirt months of September
and October.

7

Island Naval shipyard, ValANOTHER POLARIS SHOOTER -The Oct_ 3 launching at Mare
sub Theolejo, Calif., finds this undersea weapon sliding into the deep. It ta the nuclear
addition to the U. S.
dore Roosevelt, third such to be built on the west coast and latest
far left, and
Navy's Polaris missile Beet. The cutaway sketch shows the engine room at
area, Toward the
the reactor rooni next to it. Enclosed middle section is the missile
T.R. has 16
bow are the control room, crew quarters and forward torpedo room. The
-plus feet long.
dr..ng tubes for the 1,500-mile Polaris missile& The 6,700-ton sub la 380

noire is no better way to become closely acquainted with the
sehopl your child attends and
with the teachers, the friends,
and the parents of friends of
your ehildren and young people
them by enroning with our Parent-Teacher Association. As we
w,44/1 tether for the welfare of
not only our own youngsters but
for "ail children everywhere"

YOUTHS ASSAULT COPS
ycu will find that a better un- unit we try to bring to our memderstanding between home and hership ifsfcrmation and heightSAYFtEVILLE N. J. L''Pl - A
school will prevail and greater ened afareness in the fields of
assaulted two
opportunities for service in the education. curriculum, hs.-me - dcaen teen-agers
legislation policemen Sunday when they
relationships.
!school
des•elop.
will
community
about a
as it affects children and schools, ,questioned the group
In addition to these wadm and child welfare, juvenile protec- motorcycle theft. Five of the
youths were charged with assault
friendly human contacts in our tiort. health education and nuinterference
battery and
merous other subjects-all so in- and
Edward Hartresting Ind so vital to the wel- after Police Capt.
Sgt, Raymond
- e of children and youth today. man and Detective
their attacku won't want to miss this 0P- Sweeney fought off
for help.
r•tunity to keep closely in touch ers and radioed
'h matters affecting all our
The United States Pacific fleet,
ing people and the world in
most powerful striking force
- .ch they live.
patrols a triad at tne
afloat
The Parent-Teacher organize- earth's suitace - from Llahlornia
r. has for more than sixty years to the ln.chan Ocean and from
• fectively served the youth of Alaska to tne Antarctic.
.s nat.on. The Parent-Teacher
sociation in Murray Schools
:s the support of our faculty
-..enbers arid the principals welme parents to the school and
BRAND NEW
•:eite your interest. Merneber%p in our P. T. A. is open to all
25% more filing capacity. The lost
:ends of children and youth.
folders are as accessible as the first.
ir program on health, parent
Smooth gliding drawers, spring
iucatien. child welfare and stucompressors and guide rods. Heavy
••nt aid goes on all the time.
gaugesteelolive green or Colegray.
Ne need your interest and assis• isce. We need YOU! Your inFOUR DRAWER wile sill
• s-trnent of fifty cents to belong
$49.95
•$,,, •,ci• 52. • high,
the organization will help to
No.
204
•• deep
20,
an immense amount of good
LEGAL SIZE 171•"eide,Ski 504 $59.95
,s we work together to further
.e welfare of our children and
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OF THE

WOMAN KILLED
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. UPI - A
Creyheiund bus skidded out of
control and crashed into a utility
pole here 5unday itilEng one woman and injuring 15 other per-

GREENE 0. WILSON, Mgr.

41065.

:!RT140AY WISHES-Sen. TheoGreen gets the mall
Lore
on his 92nd birthday In PTOVi—
t. flce, R. I. The oldest living
member of the U.S. Senate,•
Democrat, said he felt fine but
had no comment on whether
he would run again in 1960.
C..-„-eta was elected to the Senate BSC the Int Unas la law

T.

NEW LIBRARY ANNOUNCED
YORK (UPI - The
NEW
Theodore Roosevelt As;aciation
announced Sunday it was collecting a library devoted to the
presidents of the United States.
Nearly 1,000 volumes of works by
or about American presidents already have been gathered at
Theodore Roosevelt House. The
association hopes to utilen the library early next year.

;\

DRIVE•IN THEATRE

DETROIT, OCT. 5-Dodge Dart station wagons are at home in any setting. Designed for modern living, they combine roomy passenger comfort with large cargo
compartment and advanced styling.

HAZEL
FHA News
The Hazel PHA and the FTA
attended the Mid -South Fair in
Memphis, Tennessee last week.
Jerry Waters. PEA president participated in the FFA parade.
There were 51 members of the
organiaation two mothers and one
visitor who attended.
The day was enjoyed by ever 's One.

announces their annual subscription campaign
to acquire more sickroom equipment which is
loaned to Calloway County residents for TEMPORARY home use without charge. Representatives calling will bear a letter signed by
Commander W. W. Hicks

VETERAN SWIMMER DROWNS

V.C. John D. Williams
PORTPATRICK, Scotland UPI
--Veteran Greek long - distan,
swznrner Jason Zirganos cirev •
ed Sunday after a 17-hour effto swim the North Channel ft .e.
Ireland
to Scotland
He had
swum the Erephsh Channel four
(elves, the Bosphorous 40 times.
and once stroked h:s way around
Manhattan Island.
_

Quartermaster Brown Tucker

DONATIONS NOT SOLICITED
OR ACCEPTED
For Information Concerning Equipment
CALL PLaza 3-2571

is the ONLY Ticket Qualified By

Married Soon?

To Give You Good Government

fl 9

Bring your pictures to The Ledger and
Times for clear, first quality cuts!

(2-column or desired size)

1 Day Service
Joe Schneider
Doris Owens
A.d.Lor
Ow*. Coorl of Appeals

Henry Cotter
Sw•tory of Stale

U.C•••••••ri

*taw mew ov LAMM *MIS

For quicker service, bring in your
glossy print.

For The Next FourYears

Wilson Wycoff

TONITE thru THURS.
Admission ....
75e
Adults
25:
Children
— No Passes Accepted —

V.F.W. POST 5638

Are You Planning To Be

•

Open 5:45 - Start 6:30

SPECIAL NOTICE

This Democratic Ticket

EXPERIENCE

lllll num
V1.4..J/

Jolfn Beeckinridg•

Emerson Beauchamp
C000•Issono, 01 Ay

Aflor clay C•••••,cP

Thelma Stovall
Tr00.1,••

Bert Combs

ON MOST CUTS

C••••••••

Wendell Butler
Insaucloa
svat o4

more than good intentions for any I. Better roads—more efficient road maintenance
parts Is, give you good government. it takes
know-how, and EXPERIENCE.
intep
5. Imprused parks and more tourist business
The bernocratic Tit ket has the experienced
people )ou need to gise yam an efficient gos ern- 6. Clean, modern, economical government
merit. They krilaw the pitfalls that can trap the
Many of these broad object is es are now being
inexperienced: They are an intelligent tram.
worked out in detail. Your Democratic notnit
They are able and courageous. They base
nees.hase spoken about them in every section
the ability, the imagination and the experience
the State. This is a non-partisan program.
of
to pros ide all these things:
11 is sound, practical, forward•looking. It will
I. More industry— snore jobs —a better
eliminate any waste and extravagance fostrid
.elimate for management and labor
in Kentucky Government. Ii is a, program to
—
increased
program
2. A stronger farm
which all intelligent Kentuckians can look
farm income
with approval and respect. It is the prograns
you starts.
3. Better schools—better education
auk

We have our own photo engraving plant which
assures you prompt high quality service.

It tin

PL 3-1916

rITES., NOV. 3
Far A

Dec

le

Victor? •

OUR PRINTING DEPARTMENT IS ALSO READY TO SERVE YOU
with prompt, courteous service and first quality printing when you
are ready for your announcements.
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VOTE DEMOCRATIC
ti•

For assistance with write-ups about your showers, teas, parties, etc., call our
Society Editor, Mrs. Lochie Landolt, phone PL 3-4707, she will appreciate
your call.
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